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Abstract
Institutions of higher education increasingly serve as fundamental sources of creativity,
economic growth, and innovation. As these institutions continue to employ and enroll everincreasing populations, however, they also become primary contributors to congestion,
transportation inefficiencies, and carbon emissions. It is imperative, therefore, that universities
implement better, more sustainable planning techniques, especially within the context of
transportation. This thesis explores the history and nuances of sustainable transportation planning
on college campuses before delving into a detailed case study of the University of South
Carolina’s transportation demand management strategies. To inform the resulting analysis, an indepth review is conducted of eight comparable universities’ transportation master plans that is
guided by a review of best practices in sustainable transportation demand management. The
thesis then utilizes these findings to identify the University of South Carolina’s key
achievements and opportunities for improvement.
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1. Introduction
Throughout the United States and the world, institutions of higher education act as drivers of
societal change, progress, and innovation. These universities and their campuses attract
thousands of diverse individuals for instruction, education, investigation, and collaboration each
day, making each college campus across the nation a microcosm through which society’s
problems and achievements can be further explored or expounded upon. As universities and their
surrounding areas tend to identify more liberally than the nation as a whole, college campuses
have also become hubs of cultural progress and protest in recent decades (Knott and Najmabadi
2016). Universities have historically been instrumental actors within waves of protest and
activism, from anti-war protests to civil rights marches to the environmental movement. The
priorities demonstrated by America’s universities reflect both those societal priorities currently
in practice, as well as those priorities and values that are just breaching the horizon.
Most recently, while the United States federal government has generally exhibited a
sweeping dismissal of climate policy and the importance of environmental sustainability, college
campuses have largely championed the fight for environmental protection, waste and emission
reduction, renewable energy, and corporate and political accountability (Uhl and Anderson
2001). Since President Donald Trump withdrew the U.S. from the Paris Climate Accord, for
example, 348 U.S. universities have committed to the agreement’s objectives as individual
institutions (www.WeAreStillIn.com 2019). This broad demand from universities for a greater
emphasis on environmental sustainability also bodes well for American cities, seeing as colleges
and universities attract millions of students, faculty, staff, and visitors to their campuses each
day. While college campuses experience disproportionately high demand for transportation,
energy, food, services, and other resources, this also makes them optimal testing grounds for
2

innovative sustainable policies and programs that deal with mobility, energy consumption, and
environmental degradation.
The transportation sector is especially important for universities across the U.S, and an
increasing volume of university transportation systems demonstrate a tangible manifestation of
sustainability principles. With limited residential space available on campus grounds, the
majority of individuals serving and served by U.S. universities are commuters who rely heavily
on local, state, federal, and university-owned transportation infrastructure to get to work or
school, making transportation the oft-overlooked key to success within the U.S. higher education
system — especially where the reduction of carbon emissions is concerned. As such, some
college campuses have acted as pioneers within the field of sustainable campus transportation
planning, whether in order to mitigate climate impacts, decrease transportation inefficiencies,
address gaps in equity, reduce demand for parking (and, therefore, land), promote active
lifestyles, or simply accommodate growing university populations.
Campuses are also beginning to recognize the benefits of implementing transportation
demand management (TDM) strategies. TDM techniques are frequently used to calm traffic,
reduce demands for parking and infrastructure, and increase utilization of alternative modes of
transportation (such as transit, cycling, or walking), and many of these strategies also
intentionally or unintentionally produce positive outcomes for the natural environment. This
study will review sustainability in transportation and its prevalence in campus planning, with a
particular focus on reviewing sustainable TDM practices that have been successfully
implemented at college campuses. The scope will narrow to focus on state flagship universities
in the U.S., which tend to be located in urban and suburban areas and service tens of thousands
of individuals. After evaluating campus transportation master plans at several universities to
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determine the prevalence and effectiveness of these reviewed best practices in sustainable TDM,
emphasis will be concentrated on the University of South Carolina.
Due to rates of expansion and growth that have been unprecedented in the state flagship’s
two-hundred-plus-year history, the University of South Carolina is optimally poised to integrate
sustainable TDM techniques into its transportation systems. The ultimate purpose of this study,
therefore, will be to synthesize best practices in sustainable campus TDM, examine current
practices and policies implemented at comparable universities, and perform an in-depth analysis
of the University of South Carolina’s current transportation situation to inform: 1) the
identification of achievements regarding successful TDM and sustainable strategies within the
University’s current transportation system, and 2) the recommendation of improvements that can
be made to the University’s infrastructure or policies.

2. Background
2.1. Transportation Demand Management (TDM) & Sustainability
Throughout the latter part of the twentieth century, transportation systems were understood to
primarily serve as infrastructure for single-occupancy vehicles rather than for an extensive,
multi-modal transportation network. Further, transportation demand was typically mitigated with
a one-size-fits-all approach: increasing the volume of available parking (Ferguson 1990). At their
core, transportation systems reinforced the pervasive conflation of financial and personal
independence and vehicle ownership. However, several difficulties arose as a result of this
approach to transportation systems and demand: in particular, swelling urban and suburban
populations and corresponding elevations in congestion levels caused transportation demand to
significantly overshoot available supply, especially as continual urban development further
reduced an already dwindling reserve of space in which new parking structures could be
4

constructed (Giuliano 1992). Thus, towards the end of the twentieth century, transportation
professionals began to shift their focus away from providing additional parking in favor of
comprehensively reducing the amount of vehicle miles traveled and trips taken per traveler, and
the modern conception of transportation demand management was born.
Especially since the turn of the twenty-first century, increasingly prevalent concerns
about climate change and the degree to which carbon emissions from automobiles exacerbate its
effects are also compounding the desire to reduce the frequency with which U.S. citizens drive
their cars. Although transportation-based greenhouse gas emissions are projected to decrease
over the coming decades and vehicles are becoming more fuel-efficient, the transportation sector
remains the largest contributor to U.S. greenhouse gas emissions, producing over a quarter of all
emissions in 2016 (Campbell, Zhang, Yan, Lu, and Street 2018; EPA 2018). In addition, lightduty commuter vehicles continue to be the largest source of transportation-based emissions at 60
percent, exceeding medium- and heavy-duty trucks by 37 percent and aircraft-based emissions
by 51 percent (EPA 2018). As society has developed a broadened awareness of the harmful
impacts of climate change and greenhouse gas emissions, the motivation to decrease the number
of Americans driving their cars on a daily basis has increased significantly, complementing
efforts from within the transportation sector with additional support from sustainability experts.
With these priorities in mind, the concept of transportation demand management (TDM)
was born and has continued to evolve over the past several decades. Upon its initial introduction
and implementation, transportation demand management bore an objective of simply reducing
the amount of space, effort, and money required to keep up an ever-expanding transportation and
parking infrastructure system. Heavy emphasis was placed on congestion management, and
many TDM strategies aimed to displace travelers from congested time periods and routes to less
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temporally- and spatially-congested options (Ferguson 1990). However, as the concept has
continued to develop, TDM has transformed to incorporate principles of sustainability and
encompass practices that not only prioritize a reduction of vehicle trips, but emphasize a cultural
shift away from single-occupancy vehicle dependency to reliance on a multimodal transportation
system. Planning for mass transit, pedestrians, and cyclists has become an integral part of the
transportation planning process and an important facet of efforts to mitigate congestion and
parking demand (Litman 2003). Modern TDM strategies not only include efforts to shift
congestion away from its primary spatial and temporal sources, through tactics such as the
implementation of alternative work schedules and traffic-calming measures, but additionally
include efforts to shift drivers away from single-occupancy vehicles entirely. This is
accomplished through techniques such as the expansion of bicycle infrastructure, the creation of
designated bus and rail infrastructure, and the development of programs and initiatives like
guaranteed ride home programs, reward programs, and awareness campaigns, all of which help
foster a culture wherein vehicle dependence is unnecessary.
2.2. Sustainable TDM Integration on College Campuses
College campuses have historically led the charge in integrating innovative TDM policies that
have then seen widespread implementation throughout larger metropolitan areas, due in large
part to the fact that universities — especially those with urban campuses — experience many
urban problems sooner and to a greater extent than cities. Universities must grapple with
dilemmas of limited available space for development, historic preservation and priorities, high
demand for parking and access within campus cores, and high volumes of daily commuters, to
name several examples. As such, college campuses have quickly incorporated modern TDM
strategies into their operations and transportation plans, usually with the particular goal of
6

reducing congestion and parking demand and decreasing vehicle-related safety concerns within
the campus core (Balsas 2002; Toor and Havlick 2004, pgs. 1-16). As major attractors of both
employee and student commuters, college campuses also provide the infrastructure and resources
to support tens of thousands of individuals each day, exacerbating the level to which universities
contribute to greenhouse gas emissions. Consequently, universities have a heightened need to
engage policies and strategies that mitigate their climate impacts, and TDM strategies play an
important role in emission reduction efforts.
Campuses have been innovative and diverse in the types of TDM strategies they have
implemented, as well as the approaches and belief systems that guide the implementation of
certain strategies. Generally, TDM policies that are both theoretically ideal and achievable in
practice tend to fall into two categories that will be honed and explained further as this study
proceeds. These categories include policies and strategies that focus on the expansion, provision,
or reduction of infrastructure, and policies and strategies that focus on the provision of
incentives or disincentives. In both cases, strategies are designed either to encourage and
incentivize the use of alternative travel modes, or to discourage the frequency and convenience
of drive-alone commuting. Additionally, beyond initiatives to reduce the volume of individuals
utilizing single-occupancy vehicles, most policies regarding alternatives modes of transportation
focus on either cycling, pedestrians, or mass transit. As such, policies and initiatives that cover
these areas will be emphasized.
Examples of infrastructure-based TDM policies and initiatives are exceedingly prevalent
among campuses, in part due to the fact that there are many different types of infrastructure
development that can be pursued in order to facilitate alternative modes of travel or reduce the
number of drive-alone commuters. Cyclist infrastructure and facilities, for example, can be
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incredibly helpful in shifting mode usage and promoting biking among campus community
members. The provision of bike lanes, whether they be shared-use roads or bike lanes separated
from traffic by a physical barrier, has been found to be particularly conducive to increasing
utilization of that travel mode on college campuses, especially if bike infrastructure is integrated
from the campus bike network into the networks within the surrounding city. This infrastructure
is also found to be most beneficial when complemented by signaling, signage, and other safety
resources for cyclists (Balsas 2003; Bopp 2011; Collins and Chambers 2005). Furthermore,
campus cyclists are more motivated to bike to and from campus if adequate bike storage
facilities are provided, and more so if facilities like lockers and showers are provided for cyclists
who may need them (Balsas 2003). There are also opportunities to increase bike ridership among
community members who may not own their own bikes through the implementation of bikeshare
programs, whether those be campus-based or integrated into a larger, city-wide system (Bond
and Steiner 2006).
Pedestrian networks are also crucial to planning success at any large university, not only
because they facilitate the interconnectivity of different transportation modes, but also because
campus walkability contributes greatly to the social and cultural experience at any university. A
walkable campus fosters student-student, student-employee, and employee-employee interaction
more fully, in addition to cultivating a defined campus identity (University of Alabama 2017).
Successful pedestrian networks, like cyclist networks, provide safe, legible linkages throughout
and beyond the campus core. Some campuses go so far as to construct pedestrian bridges or
underpasses, but fundamentally, the provision of sidewalks and pathways that are well-lit, wellmaintained, and free of the potential for serious vehicle-pedestrian conflict — whether that be
due to traffic-calming measures or due to vehicles being prohibited entirely in certain areas of
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campus — is most important in ensuring that community members feel comfortable walking as a
primary mode of transportation (Balsas 2003; Collins and Chambers 2005; Bopp 2011; Whalen
2013; Riggs 2014).
Beyond pedestrian and cycling networks, college campuses are increasingly turning to
mass transit in order to mobilize their students and employees effectively and shift them away
from single-occupancy vehicles. Many campuses nationwide have some form of transit or shuttle
bus that is owned and operated by the university, but several dozen have also established
partnerships with external transit providers, be they rail or bus systems, in order to provide
additional service to students and employees (Collins and Chambers 2005, Shannon 2006).
Transit not only provides a way for campuses to move large volumes of people more efficiently,
but it also offers several fantastic opportunities for universities to further reduce their carbon
footprints. In particular, several universities have undertaken initiatives to offer a “green fleet”,
or to replace fuel-based vehicles with electric or hybrid buses (Balsas 2003). As is the case with
cyclists and pedestrians, transit users are more likely to feel as though transit is a reliable, safe,
and efficient option with the provision of specifically designated bus lanes and other transit
infrastructure — the higher the degree of formality of each of these types of networks, the higher
the utilization among community members (Toor & Havlick 2004).
In addition to providing these various types of infrastructure to support alternative
transportation, there are a variety of infrastructure-based polices and initiatives universities can
pursue to specifically discourage the use of single-occupancy vehicles. One very common
strategy among universities is to strategically locate the majority of “on-campus” parking along
the periphery of the campus in order to avoid major congestion or vehicle-pedestrian conflicts
within the campus core. Many universities additionally offer some sort of shuttle or pickup
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service to and from these lots, essentially creating miniature “park-and-ride” lots (Riggs 2014;
Riggs and Kuo 2015). Some campuses go even further, renovating existing parking structures to
include less space for parking and more mixed-use space, while others implement traffic-calming
measures to ensure traveler safety and reduce the likelihood of drive-alone commuters (Bond &
Steiner 2006; Shannon 2006). Universities also capitalize on carshare and rideshare programs,
such as the popular ZipCar and Uber respectively, in order to further reduce the likelihood that
students in particular will need to bring their own cars to campus (Balsas 2003).
While many universities have found it effective to address these travel modes head-on,
other universities implement more strategic, policy-based infrastructural changes in order to
accomplish the same goals. For example, as society continues to grow in its dependence on
technology, online classrooms and telecommuting are becoming more prevalent, but several
universities are strategically incorporating these tendencies into campus master plans in order to
further disincentivize driving to campus (Balsas 2003). Targeted online and print resources as
well as marketing strategies, whether they be based on cultivating commuter safety or
developing community awareness of TDM policies on campus, are recognized as being
exceedingly beneficial in shifting traveler mode towards multi-modal behavior. These strategies
are accomplished even more successfully when accompanied by the development of one or
multiple staff positions within university administration that specifically oversee TDM and its
execution on campus (Bopp 2011; Victoria Transport Institute 2014).
Though the process on this end has been more slow-moving, many universities have also
begun to recognize the importance of implementing incentive-based strategies in carrying out
effective campus TDM. Many of these strategies look similar across varied modes of travel, and
as previously stated, all either encourage the utilization of alternative transportation or
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disincentivize single-occupancy vehicle travel. Removing financial barriers to bike-,transit-, and
rideshare-based travel can be enormous contributors to increases in utilization of those travel
modes, so offering discounts or financial and material incentives for community members who
use these options is a popular approach among universities interested in incentive-based
initiatives (Balsas 2002; Bamberg 2003; Bond and Steiner 2006; Bopp 2011; Zhou 2012; Riggs
and Kuo 2015). Several campuses have also capitalized upon preexisting value systems or
cultural features within their university communities to encourage alternative transportation: for
example, campus communities that place a heavy emphasis on physical fitness and well-being
have strategically promoted biking and walking as forms of active commuting, while other
campuses whose communities are exceedingly environmentally conscious have utilized those
values to discourage drive-alone commuting and encourage more environmentally-friendly
modes (Bopp 2011). Reward programs and commuter clubs are also popular, especially among
universities hoping to target and shift employee travel modes, because they provide both
incentives for alternative mode usage and a platform through which universities can
communicate about TDM policies and opportunities (Balsas 2003; Victoria Transport Institute
2014).
More common than the provision of incentives to utilize alternative transit is the
integration of policies that disincentivize driving to and parking on campus. The clearest, most
effective way to accomplish this objective is to alter the fees for parking passes to accurately
reflect the cost of constructing and maintaining a parking structure (Bopp 2005; Bond and
Steiner 2006). However, universities have also gotten creative in their incorporation of
sustainability principles into these incentives and disincentives: several universities have begun
to offer discounted or priority parking passes to drivers with hybrid or electric vehicles, while
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other universities do the same for employees and students who agree to carpool to and from
campus (Riggs 2014; Riggs and Kuo 2015). One option increasing in popularity among
universities is a seasonal or temporary parking pass program, which offers commuters who agree
to use an alternative mode as their primary method of travel the chance to park on campus during
specific seasons or for a predetermined number of days each year. Seasonal and temporary pass
programs are also commonly used in conjunction with carpool programs, whereby each carpool
participant has the opportunity to drive their own vehicle to campus several times each year if
necessary (Riggs and Kuo 2015). Finally, some universities don’t only disincentivize parking on
campus, but actually forbid it outright for certain populations of students. Most commonly,
universities practicing such policies prohibit first- and potentially second-year students from
bringing cars to campus unless extraordinary circumstances warrant an exception (Shannon
2006; Riggs and Kuo 2015).
2.3. Overview: The University of South Carolina
Founded in 1801, the University of South Carolina at Columbia (UofSC) serves South Carolina
and the state’s higher education system as its flagship university. UofSC is situated in the heart
of downtown Columbia, a small but bustling city due to its role as the state capital. According to
the U.S. Census Bureau (2017), Columbia boasts an estimated population of 133,114 citizens,
while the UofSC campus alone supports a total of 34,731 students and over 6,000 faculty and
staff. Of the student population at UofSC, 73 percent of students live off-campus in student
housing complexes, apartments, and homes (www.sc.edu 2019).
In the spring of 2019, UofSC finds itself at several crossroads in terms of the university’s
mission, plans for expansion, and opportunities for growth. Following several years of
unprecedented growth of the incoming freshman classes, UofSC continues to face dilemmas
12

regarding where and how to house their first-year students (the campus requires that all first-year
students live in on-campus housing). The university announced plans for a “Campus Village”
project in 2017 that is slated to be developed within the university’s south campus. Three older
residence halls containing around 1,200 beds are planned for demolition and will be replaced
with a newer, 3,750-bed village-style residence hall complex that contains additional retail,
dining, and recreational space (Wilks, 2017). However, pushback from local communities and
complications originating at the South Carolina State House have slowed the implementation of
the project in recent months. The project also includes the destruction of a large surface lot next
to the three residence halls slated for demolition, which currently supplies most of the
university’s student commuter parking, so efforts are underway to identify where new commuter
parking could potentially be located (Murphy & Gruner 2019).
In addition to its localized expansion, UofSC also boasts the number one public Honors
College and International Business program in the nation in addition to highly-rated nursing,
public health, and hospitality and entertainment programs. The university has also made its
athletic prowess known in recent years, with a 2017 NCAA Women’s Basketball championship,
a 2015 NCEA Women’s Equestrian championship, and back-to-back NCAA Baseball
championships in 2010 and 2011 (www.sc.edu 2019). UofSC is beginning to occupy a more
prominent seat at the national level, and this period of growth is of course marked by
opportunities to set the university apart from other institutions in myriad ways — transportation
planning being one of them.
UofSC has already begun to step up to the challenge of implementing sustainable TDM
practices: the campus has several pedestrian bridges over heavily congested state roads that pass
through campus, as well as an extensive underground tunnel connecting the heart of campus to
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the acclaimed Darla Moore School of Business. In 2014 the university succeeded in permanently
closing Greene Street, the main road through the academic core of campus, to all vehicular
traffic. UofSC has also piloted a partnership program with Columbia’s regional transit authority,
the COMET, although the bus system has had notoriously complicated funding issues due to its
funding by a penny tax that is set to end after either the collection of $301 million for the
COMET or once 22 years have elapsed (Bland 2018; www.sc.edu 2019). Because the University
plans to complete and release a comprehensive transportation master plan in the coming year
(Murphy, Huggins, & Barnwell 2019), Columbia and the UofSC campus currently exist at a
crossroads of opportunity to set a precedent among universities — particularly among state
flagship universities — to prioritize sustainable campus TDM and influence other universities to
make strides in doing the same. Choosing to implement innovative, creative, and collaborative
strategies at this crucial turning point stands to cement UofSC as a force for positive progress on
the national higher education stage. The remainder of this study will explore UofSC’s progress
so far in implementing sustainable campus TDM compared to its peer and aspirant universities,
and will then proceed to evaluate UofSC’s areas of achievement and opportunities for growth.
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3. Methodology
3.1. Rubric of Campus TDM Strategies
In order to analyze TDM practices at U.S. universities, a rubric assessing theoretical best
practices and recommendations was developed following an extensive review of published
literature that focused on sustainable campus transportation planning. This rubric is not meant to
provide a quantitative metric regarding the success of an institution’s transportation management
plan, as universities and their settings, partnerships, regulations, and opportunities vary widely
even among universities of similar scale and caliber. Rather, the rubric is intended to identify
whether campus plans are generally in line with best practices and to provide a foundation for
discussion about where and how universities stand to improve.
Before proceeding, it is necessary to acknowledge issues of scale and clarify the scope of
the rubric and of this study. The nature of transportation management and planning requires that
universities develop extensive partnerships with surrounding communities and cities, business
partners, agencies, and public stakeholders. Many of these entities may have their own
transportation policies or plans, especially at the local level. While these plans and policies
certainly stand to influence those plans and practices put forward by universities, for the sake of
comparison, this rubric and study will not evaluate transportation management plans put forth by
entities beyond each university unless such a plan provides the foundation upon which the
university’s plan is based.
In total, the rubric (which can be viewed in Table 1) encompasses 44 different strategies
recommended for implementation at college campuses to aid TDM objectives. These strategies
are grouped into two categories according to the overarching practice or policy with which they
align: infrastructure-based strategies and incentive-based strategies. Before delving
15

Strategy Identifier
Infrastructure-based strategies
Cyclist
On-campus bike infrastructure
Off-campus bike infrastructure

Bike storage/facilities
Cyclist facilities
Bikeshare program
Bike-transit integration

Pedestrian
Safe sidewalks
Connected campus
Pedestrian bridges/underpasses
Alternatives to stairs
Vehicle-free zones
Transit
Campus transit
External transit
ADA campus transit
Green fleet
Bus lanes
Off-campus shuttles
Personal Vehicles
Park-and-ride
Periphery parking
Less campus parking
Guaranteed ride home
Traffic-calming
Carshare program
Rideshare program
Other Strategies
Commuter safety
Online courses
Flextime/Telecommuting
Consolidated housing
Public TDM resources
TDM staff

Strategy Description

Sources

Bike lanes alongside existing roadways or other areas within campus boundaries
with proper signage and independent traffic signals.
Bikes lanes, with proper signage and traffic signals, alongside existing roadways
or other areas that connect high volumes of the off-campus population to
campus.
Adequate bike racks and other storage options on campus.
Provision of showers and clothing lockers for university cyclists in nonrecreational facilities and buildings.
Bikeshare or bike rental programs in or around campus.
Biking and transit options integrated by ensuring that shuttles and other transit
options available to university community members have options for bike
storage.

Balsas 2003, Bopp 2011, Collins & Chambers 2005

Safe walking paths and sidewalks within campus boundaries.
Fixing current, adding new, or generally ensuring the provision of sidewalks to
isolated areas of campus that may not be attached to the campus core.
Pedestrian bridges over/under majorly trafficked roadways or other obstacles.
Provision of elevators as an alternative to stairs along pedestrian walkways.
Vehicle-free zones designated and enforced throughout campus.

Balsas 2003, Bopp 2011, Collins & Chambers 2005, Whalen 2013
Balsas 2003, Bopp 2011, Collins & Chambers 2005, Whalen 2013

Campus-based transit system with sufficient volume and availability of vehicles.
Campus is served by an external transit agency, authority, or provider.
Campus-based transit system that is ADA-compliant and accommodates the
needs of individuals with disabilities.
Replacement of current university fleets with alternatively-fueled vehicles.
Bus-specific lanes, roadways, or pull-offs.
Off-campus housing complexes offer shuttle services to and from campus.

Balsas 2003, Collins & Chambers 2005, Shannon 2006
Toor & Havlick 2004
Balsas 2003

Park-and-ride lots available at outer edges of campus or off-campus.
Campus parking lots or garages distanced from campus core.
Removal or renovation of parking lots or garages to include less space for
parking.
“Guaranteed ride home” programs for staff or faculty who use alternative
transportation and need to return home in case of emergency.
Implementation of traffic-calming measures within campus boundaries, such as
lower speed limits or complete streets.
Partnership with rental car provider(s) or other company to allow university
community members to rent vehicles on a short-term basis.
University-based or external rideshare provider that allows individuals to carpool
for both longer, one-time trips and daily commutes.

Riggs 2014, Riggs & Kuo 2015
Balsas 2003, Riggs & Kuo 2015
Bond & Steiner 2006, Riggs 2014, Riggs & Kuo 2015, Shannon 2006

Developing cyclist and pedestrian safety initiatives and educational programs.
Expansive offerings of online courses for students.
Offering telecommuting programs or flextime to university employees.
Consolidated on-campus and/or off-campus student housing complexes.
Online or print resources regarding transportation demand management
strategies (i.e. how-to guide re: using transit to travel to a final destination)
TDM staff member, coordinator, or team to manage and oversee the
implementation of TDM strategies

Balsas 2003, Bopp 2011
Balsas 2003
Balsas 2003
Zhou 2012
Victoria Transport Institute 2014

Discounts on bikeshare or bike rentals for university community members.
Material or financial incentives for university community members who bike to
campus.
Free or discounted bicycle service and repairs.
Educational programs or marketing campaigns promoting the health or
environmental benefits of biking and walking.

Bond & Steiner 2006, Bopp 2011
Riggs 2014, Riggs & Kuo 2015

Partnership with a local transit authority or provider that allows university
community members to ride at a discounted price or for free.
Partnership with rideshare providers such as Uber or Lyft that establishes
discounted transportation to or from campus.

Balsas 2003, Bamberg 2003, Bond & Steiner 2006, Riggs 2014, Riggs &
Kuo 2015, Shannon 2006, Zhou 2012, Victoria Transport Institute 2014
Bond & Steiner 2006

Cost of on-campus parking reflects the true cost of a parking space.
Discounted cost of parking or reserved/priority parking for individuals with
hybrid, electric, or fuel-efficient cars.
Discounted cost of parking or reserved/priority parking for individuals who
participate in a carpooling program.
Material or financial compensation for individuals who choose not to purchase a
parking pass or residents who don't bring a car to campus.
Certain portions of university population prohibited from bringing vehicles to
campus or obtaining parking passes.
Offering temporary or seasonal parking passes based on weather trends or
temporary demand.

Balsas 2003, Bopp 2005, Shannon 2006
Riggs 2014, Riggs & Kuo 2015

Balsas 2003, Bopp 2011, Collins & Chambers 2005, Whalen 2013

Balsas 2003, Bopp 2011, Collins & Chambers 2005
Balsas 2003
Bond & Steiner 2006
Balsas 2003

Bopp 2011
Balsas 2003
Balsas 2003, Bopp 2011, Riggs 2014, Whalen 2013

Balsas 2003
Victoria Transport Institute 2014
Victoria Transport Institute 2014

Riggs 2014, Riggs & Kuo 2015
Balsas 2003, Bond & Steiner 2006, Bopp 2011
Balsas 2003
Victoria Transport Institute 2014

Victoria Transport Institute 2014

Incentive-based strategies
Cyclist/Pedestrian
Bikeshare discounts
Bike incentives
Bike service
Active commute promotion
Transit
External transit pass/discount
Rideshare discount
Personal Vehicles
True cost of parking
Green priority parking
Carpool priority parking
Car-free compensation
Commuter population limits
Seasonal/temporary parking
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Balsas 2003
Balsas 2003, Bopp 2011

Riggs 2014, Riggs & Kuo 2015
Balsas 2003, Riggs 2014, Riggs & Kuo 2015, Shannon 2006
Bond & Steiner 2006, Bopp 2011, Riggs 2014
Riggs & Kuo 2015

Other Strategies
Awareness campaigns
Reward programs

Development of awareness campaigns that celebrate or promote alternative
transportation or its benefits, such as Bike to Work Week or Earth Day.
Reward programs or commuter clubs that provide information, incentives,
rewards, and resources to commuters, possibly limited to those using alternative
transportation.

Balsas 2003, Riggs 2014, Riggs & Kuo 2015
Victoria Transport Institute 2014

Table 1. A title, description, and source(s) are provided for each of the 44 sustainable campus TDM strategies that
will be reviewed throughout the study.

into the nuances of each category, it is important to note that both types of strategies can be aided
or disadvantaged by elements of university culture and norms. Typically, the implementation of
either an infrastructure-based or an incentive-based policy is accompanied by some sort of
marketing or outreach that pertains to one or several of three goals: a) nurturing current
behaviors, such as a cultural prioritization of physical fitness or environmental stewardship that
may already be leading community members towards more active, eco-friendly transportation; b)
discouraging current behaviors, such as a tendency to drive alone to and from campus for a
single class; and/or c) cultivating new behaviors, such as taking advantage of a new
infrastructure-based or incentive-based system.
Infrastructure-based strategies tend to deal with one of two alternatives: the development
of and investment in infrastructure to support alternative transportation, or the removal,
replacement, or modification of infrastructure that does not support alternative transportation or
solely supports movement by single-occupancy vehicles. To provide a few general examples,
infrastructure-based strategies may include the construction of pedestrian bridges, the provision
of university-based transit, or the redesign of a parking structure to include less parking and more
mixed-use space. Infrastructure-based strategies are also not limited to those strategies that
incorporate construction or actual physical infrastructure; the category is expanded to also
included strategies that may be intangible but provide some institutional or procedural support
for individuals in their transportation decisions. For example, offering a guaranteed ride home
program could arguably also be considered an incentive-based strategy, but it is instead included
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within infrastructure-based strategies due to the fact that universities likely need to provide
specific staff resources (such as paid or volunteer drivers) or infrastructural support in order to
offer such a program. On the whole, these strategies are generally more costly to implement,
involve a longer period of time before the community can access and utilize the new
developments, and require less outward promotion and outreach prior to implementation due to
their tendency to be immediately visible or accessible to community members after
implementation.
Incentive-based strategies include university policies or programs that are characterized
by adoption or avoidance. These strategies either provide some incentive to engage in alternative
transportation over single-occupancy vehicles, leading community members to want to adopt
alternative transportation, or they disincentivize single-occupancy vehicles by incorporating
additional cost, effort, or inconvenience into using a personal vehicle, leading community
members to want to avoid single-occupancy vehicles. On the whole, incentive-based programs
tend to be less costly and time-consuming to implement, although this is not necessarily true for
all incentive-based strategies (such as investing in a free student transit pass in partnership with
an external transit provider), and they also tend to manifest in more passive ways once
established. Because of this, however, incentive-based strategies commonly need more support
via outreach or promotional methods to a) make community members aware that they exist, and
b) influence community members to take advantage of them.
Regardless of the category into which each strategy falls, strategies can be further
classified by the type of transportation they impact the most. The types of transportation
reviewed in the rubric include single-occupancy vehicles, biking, walking, transit, and other
miscellaneous strategies and methods. Although scooters and mopeds are popular modes of
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travel on some campuses, they were excluded from general consideration within this rubric due
to the conflicting moped and scooter laws upheld between different states. Further, incentivebased strategies pertaining to biking and walking are consolidated into a single classification
within the rubric due to the lack of explicit pedestrian-focused incentive programs reviewed.
3.2. Selection of Universities for Comparison
“Peer institutions” can be defined as institutions that exhibit roughly similar characteristics
within the realms of academics, students, faculty, staff, mission, and setting (Borwick 2013).
Peer institutions can also often be identified by determining “cross-admit” institutions, or
institutions that generally receive applications from the same university applicants. Further, an
“aspirant institution” is an institution considered by another university to exhibit the qualities,
achievements, and characteristics the second university hopes to reach. Peer institutions allow
universities to gauge their own standing and progress; aspirant institutions, on the other hand,
often inform universities’ strategic plans and objectives for future development.
For the sake of this study, eight universities considered to either be peer institutions or
aspirant institutions for UofSC were identified. All eight institutions are public, state flagship
universities, claim student populations over 30,000, and are set in either suburban settings, small
cities, or cities. Universities considered to be peer institutions to UofSC include Indiana
University Bloomington (IUB), Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey (Rutgers), The
University of Alabama (UA), and the University of Kentucky (UK). Universities considered to
be UofSC’s aspirant institutions include the University of Florida (UF), the University of Illinois
– Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), the University of Maryland – College Park (UMD), and the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC). Demographics and characteristics of each
university, including UofSC, can be reviewed in Table 2.
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Students Enrolled

Indiana
University
Bloomington

Rutgers
University

University of
Alabama

University of
Florida

University of
Illinois UrbanaChampaign

University of
Kentucky

University of
Maryland –
College Park

University of
North Carolina
at Chapel Hill

University
of South
Carolina

43,710

50,254

38,563

50,100

49,339

33,362

40,521

30,011

34,731

On-Campus

36%

34%

24%

22%%

50%

22%

40%

51%

27%

Off-campus

64%

66%

76%

78%%

50%

78%

60%

49%

73%

10,281

14,215

5,258

16,032

15,666

7,022

10,653

10,894

8,369

In-state

55%

83%

40%

79%

59%

67%

76%

73%

57%

Out-of-state

45%

17%

60%

21%

41%

33%

24%

27%

43%

Faculty & Staff

7,956

9,865

3,932

17,100

13,915

13,940

10,091

12,741

6000

Faculty

2,456

4,525

1,868

5,309

6,114

2,502

4,610

3,950

1,600

Staff

5,500

5,340

2,064

11,791

7,801

11,438

5,481

8,791

4,400

20,408

20,500

–

19,800

15,602

16,643

19,000

23,364

15,500

3,417
Bloomington,
IN

–

–

Lexington, KY

–
College Park,
MD

–

Tuscaloosa, AL

8,602
UrbanaChampaign, IL

–

Piscataway, NJ

–
Gainesville,
FL

Chapel Hill, NC

–
Columbia,
SC

82,575

55,831

93,357

132,249

129,421

321,959

32,303

59,862

133,114

Campus Setting
Research
Classification
Schools &
Colleges
Undergraduate
Degree Programs

Small City

Small City

Small City

City

City

City

Suburban

Suburban

City

R1

R1

R1

R1

R1

R1

R1

R1

R1

15

29

13

16

16

16

12

14

16

200

150

67

100

150

93

92

74

83

University Type

Public

Public

Public

Public

Public

Public

Public

Public

Public

State Flagship?
Freshmen Housing
Guarantee

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

National Ranking

82

142

147

106

Transportation,
Campus

Transportation,
Bicycle

Transportation

63
Campus
(transportationrelated sections)

30

Transportation

35
Campus
(transportation
chapter)

46

Type of Plan(s)
Year of Plan/Plan
Update

338
Campus
(transportationrelated sections)

Transportation

Interviews

2011

2017, 2015

2017

2015

2018, 2014

2015

2011

2017

2019 (?)

Graduate

Parking spaces
Bike spaces
City name
City size

Table 2. General information and demographic data for each university included in the study.

Data regarding each university’s demographics and setting was gathered from university
websites and documents, as well as from college search engines such as U.S. News & World
Report and CollegeData. University websites were also utilized to locate and obtain university
transportation master plans. Five universities explicitly laid out transportation master plans; three
others (UA, UF, and UMD) did not have transportation master plans that were separate from
their campus master plans, but transportation was emphasized and explored in enough detail
within the campus plans, whether throughout the plans or in specific chapters or sections, to
yield sufficient information. The transportation master plan from Rutgers, while separate from
the university’s campus master plan, heavily emphasized the “Rutgers 2030” strategic vision and
corresponding policies laid out within the campus plan, so that document was also reviewed to
provide further context to the Rutgers transportation master plan. Additionally, UIUC had both a
20

transportation master plan and a separate bicycle master plan; both plans were reviewed because
of their direct relation to the university’s transportation management strategies and goals.
For each infrastructure-based and incentive-based strategy, the given university’s plan
was evaluated to determine whether: the strategy had already been implemented (“AI”); the
strategy had been partially implemented (“PI); the university intended to implement the strategy
according to the plan (“II”); the strategy was addressed and was specifically not implemented
(“NI”); or the strategy was not addressed or discussed within the plan (“–”). The total number of
strategies that had at least been partially implemented and that were intended for implementation
were then tallied to provide a more concise depiction of each university’s implementation of
sustainable campus TDM strategies. It is important to note that this rubric only pertains to
information and strategies contained within each university’s plans — efforts were made to
obtain information about unaddressed strategies from university websites, but ultimately, a
strategy’s classification as “Not Addressed” does not necessarily indicate the strategy has not
been implemented on the university’s campus. However, as this study focuses particularly on the
strategic planning efforts and priorities at each university, emphasis was placed on the policies
and procedures that are explicitly mentioned and explained within each plan.
Further, it must be recognized that while all strategies included in the rubric may
generally assist universities in lowering carbon emissions and implementing sustainable TDM,
all strategies are not created equal. Certain strategies may have a larger impact or reach a larger
audience of commuters than others: for example, the provision of a free shuttle bus by one offcampus apartment complex is certainly beneficial, but it does not have the magnitude of impact
that a fare-free regional transit system may have on the entire university community. While the
quantitative sum of sustainable TDM strategies implemented by each university can be used to
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holistically represent and understand TDM practices at one university within the context of the
others, the same strategies may receive varying levels of support and commitment at different
universities, or universities may implement a smaller volume of higher-impact strategies. Thus,
while this rubric provides a valuable means for university comparison and facilitates a discussion
regarding the strategies that are most feasible in practice, readers should also note the depth and
breadth of each university’s strategies to inform conclusions about the success of university
transportation plans.
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4. Peer & Peer Aspirant Institutions
4.1. Overview of Findings
The results of the evaluation of all eight peer and aspirant institution plans, which can be viewed
in Table 3, yield several points for further exploration. Overall, a majority of the universities
reviewed demonstrated an awareness of many campus TDM policies through their transportation
plans and vocalized a desire to further implement practices that would mitigate the demand for
parking on campus. However, universities varied widely in their reasoning for wanting to
implement various TDM strategies. While some universities viewed TDM as a way to reinforce
a cultural commitment to sustainability and environmental stewardship, others were interested in
utilizing TDM to understand how they could continue to increase the volume of on-campus
parking without necessarily increasing campus-based congestion.
Generally, UofSC’s aspirant institutions have implemented or are planning to implement
higher quantities of sustainable campus TDM strategies than the four peer institutions (with the
exception of IUB). As can be viewed in Tables 4 and 5, the four aspirant institutions
implemented an average of nearly 73 percent of the strategies included in this study, whereas the
four peer institutions implemented an average of 44 percent of strategies reviewed. Among all
universities reviewed, the proportion of incentive-based strategies that had been implemented or
were slated for implementation was less than the proportion of infrastructure-based strategies,
although this disparity was less drastic among UofSC’s aspirant institutions. The preference for
infrastructure-based strategies over incentive-based strategies, as well as several other trends and
common omissions, will be explored throughout the remainder of this section.
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Indiana
University
Bloomington

Rutgers
University

University of
Alabama

University
of Florida

University of
Illinois UrbanaChampaign

University
of Kentucky

University
of Maryland

University of
North Carolina
at Chapel Hill

II
II
AI/II
AI/II
NI
–

PI/II
PI/II
AI/II
–
–
–

AI/II
II
AI
–
AI
NI

AI/II
II
AI/II
II
–
–

AI/II
AI
PI/II
II
II
–

AI/II
AI/II
–
–
–
–

PI/II
PI/II
AI/II
AI
II
PI/II

PI/II
II
AI/II
–
II
PI/II

PI/II
AI/II
–
–
PI

II
II
II
–
–

AI/II
AI/II
II
–
AI

AI
II
II
–
AI

AI/II
AI
II
–
AI/II

AI/II
AI/II
–
–
–

AI/II
PI/II
–
PI/II
II

AI/II
PI/II
–
–
–

Transit
Campus transit
External transit
ADA campus transit
Green fleet
Bus lanes
Off-campus shuttles

AI
AI
AI
–
–
PI

AI/II
AI
–
–
II
–

AI
PI
–
–
AI
–

AI
AI/II
AI/II
AI/II
AI
–

AI*/II
AI
–
AI
II
–

AI
AI
PI
–
–
–

AI/II
PI/II
II
–
II
AI/II

AI
AI
AI
–
–
–

Personal Vehicles
Park-and-ride
Periphery parking
Less campus parking
Guaranteed ride home
Traffic-calming
Carshare program
Rideshare program

AI
II
NI
PI
II
AI
AI

PI/II
PI
NI
–
–
–
–

AI
AI
II
–
AI/II
NI
NI

AI/II
AI
AI/II
II
AI
–
–

AI
PI/II
II
II
AI
AI/II
PI

AI/II
PI/II
–
–
–
–
–

II
PI/II
II
II
II
–
II

AI/II
PI
–
AI
–
AI
–

Other Strategies
Commuter safety
Online courses
Flextime/Telecommuting
Consolidated housing
Public TDM resources
TDM staff

AI
–
II
AI
II
II

II
–
–
PI
–
–

AI/II
–
–
AI
PI/II
–

AI/II
AI/II
–
AI
AI/II
II

AI
NI
–
PI
II
AI/II

II
–
–
AI
–
–

PI/II
PI/II
PI/II
PI/II
II
–

PI/II
II
II
–
AI/II
AI/II

–
NI
PI
PI/II

–
–
–
–

–
AI
AI
II

–
–
AI
II

–
II
AI/II
II

–
–
–
–

–
–
AI
–

–
II
–
II

AI
NI

–
–

NI
–

AI
AI

AI
II

–
–

II
–

AI
–

II
–
PI/II
NI
NI
II

II
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

AI/II
–
AI
II
AI
–

II
NI
II
–
–
AI/II

II
NI
NI
NI
PI
–

II
–
II
PI/II
AI/II
AI/II

AI/II
–
PI
–
PI
II

NI
II

–
–

–
–

AI/II
AI/II

PI/II
–

–
–

II
–

AI/II
PI

Infrastructure-based strategies
Cyclist
On-campus bike infrastructure
Off-campus bike infrastructure
Bike storage/facilities
Cyclist facilities
Bikeshare program
Bike-transit integration
Pedestrian
Safe sidewalks
Connected campus
Pedestrian bridges/underpasses
Alternatives to stairs
Vehicle-free zones

Incentive-based strategies
Cyclist/Pedestrian
Bikeshare discounts
Bike incentives
Bike service
Active commute promotion
Transit
External transit pass/discount
Rideshare discount
Personal Vehicles
True cost of parking
Green priority parking
Carpool priority parking
Car-free compensation
Commuter population limits
Seasonal/temporary parking
Other Strategies
Awareness campaigns
Reward programs

Table 3. Review of all peer and aspirant institution plans. “AI” indicates “Already Implemented”; “PI” indicates
“Partially Implemented”; “II” indicates “Intend to Implement”; “–“ indicates the strategy was not addressed.
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Indiana
University
Bloomington

Rutgers
University

University
of Alabama

University
of Florida

University of
Illinois UrbanaChampaign

University
of Kentucky

University
of Maryland

University of
North Carolina
at Chapel Hill

15
7
22

8
5
13

15
3
18

17
6
23

17
7
24

10
1
11

16
10
26

15
4
19

4
3
7

0
1
1

2
1
3

8
2
10

4
5
9

1
1
2

4
4
8

6
3
9

19
10
29

8
6
14

17
4
21

25
8
33

21
12
33

11
2
13

20
14
34

21
7
28

Strategies Included
Infrastructure-Based Strategies
Partially/Already Implemented
Intend to Implement
Total
Incentive-Based Strategies
Partially/Already Implemented
Intend to Implement
Total
Combined Strategies
Partially/Already Implemented
Intend to Implement
Total Strategies

Table 4. Total number of strategies implemented at each university. Strategies are broken down by whether they are
infrastructure-based versus incentive-based and then by whether they had already been fully or partially
implemented or were planned for implementation when the plan was published.

Included
in Rubric

Average
Number of
Strategies

Average
Proportion
of Strategies

Average
Number Among
Peer Institutions

Average Number
Among Aspirant
Institutions

Average Proportion
Among Peer
Institutions

Average Proportion
Among Aspirant
Institutions

Infrastructure-Based Total

30

19.5

Incentive-Based Total

14

6.1

65%

16

23

53%

78%

44%

3.3

9

23%

Total Strategies

44

25.6

64%

58%

19.3

32

44%

73%

Table 5. Averages of the number of strategies implemented at each university. The raw number is provided for each
group as well as a percentage of the total number of strategies included in the rubric. Data is broken down by peer
and aspirant institutions following the overall averages.

4.2. Objectives Underlying Transportation Planning
Before delving into the specific strategies being prioritized by each university, it is crucial to
understand the assumptions, values, and goals underlying the creation of each plan. Although all
universities reviewed were public state flagships, leading one to assume they may possess similar
priorities and objectives, the realities at each university varied drastically. Nearly every
university shared the priority of reducing parking and congestion in the campus core, but beyond
that, motivation differed widely between different campuses. Some universities, like UMD,
placed heavy emphasis on developing a comprehensive university master plan that mirrored the
campus’s long-standing prioritization of sustainability and environmental stewardship.
Universities like IUB, UIUC, and UF planned specifically with the intention of reducing the
volume of drive-alone commuters and shifting drivers to alternative transport modes. UA
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focused very strongly on increasing campus safety and legibility and reducing vehicular conflicts
with pedestrians and cyclists, and additionally incorporated an emphasis on the campus’s history
and preservation. For the most part, the remaining universities — especially Rutgers and UNC
— weren’t necessarily as focused on reducing the overall quantity of drive-alone commuters as
they were concerned about ensuring that their transportation systems accommodated sufficient
demand without overly congesting the campus core.
Even universities with similar overarching objectives took very different approaches to
interpreting and solving them. For example, although UNC and Rutgers both emphasized the
reduction of vehicular congestion in the campus core, different strategies and approaches were
utilized in each of their plans to achieve similar results. Rutgers’ plan included a heavy focus on
seamlessly integrating several transportation modes into “transit hubs”, or centers where students
can depart from the heavily-utilized campus transit system and quickly access comprehensive
pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure, with the goal being that most students park along the
campus periphery and use transit to facilitate interconnectivity between those more active modes
of travel. UNC, on the other hand, heavily emphasized the streamlining of the parking
experience, exploring opportunities to develop new garages on the campus periphery and
identifying opportunities for additional expediency like an improved in-garage parking payment
system. In contrast to Rutgers, the UNC plan generally overlooked ways to connect various
modes of transportation, despite the fact that Chapel Hill boasts a transit service that is not only
fare-free to employees and students, but to all of its riders. The underlying assumption seemed to
be that the campus and town were exceedingly walkable, so strategically locating parking
garages along the campus periphery would still allow for connections to pedestrian and, in some
cases, bicycle infrastructure. In both cases, however, it is important to note that reducing the
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overall number of individuals driving to campus — or even driving alone to campus — was not
the primary objective of the plan. This theme is shared by several other university plans and will
be explored more thoroughly in Section 4.3.
Before proceeding to a more detailed exploration of each university’s goals and
strategies, it is important to understand the significance of the considerations and objectives
within each campus plan within the context of interpreting each university’s motivation for
implementing a transportation plan in the first place. One specific facet of the transportation
plans in particular was found to be significantly indicative of whether a university was planning
in order to reduce the volume of drive-alone commuters or simply displace existing
transportation demand, and that factor was the population being targeted by the strategies within
the transportation plan. Several universities reviewed explored tactics for addressing
transportation demand generated by students as well as university employees; most, however,
addressed student transportation tendencies comprehensively but only addressed employee
movement as it coincided with student movement.
All universities must have transportation systems that allow both students and employees
to move to, from, and within the campus effectively. Generally, those universities that viewed
themselves as movers of students to, from, and within the campus but only considered the
movement of employees within campus boundaries implemented fewer overall TDM strategies
and were less inclined to pursue the implementation of new strategies. Conversely, those
universities that viewed themselves as movers of students and employees to, from, and within
the campus were more inclined to implement new strategies and included more TDM strategies
overall within their plans. Neither Rutgers nor UK, for example, explored their own capacity to
address transportation demand among or shift travel modes used by commuting employees, and
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both universities also cited dismal transit ridership among university employees (3% and 1%,
respectively). IUB, however, explicitly addressed the nuances of transportation demand among
both students and employees, and their plan featured several employee-specific TDM strategies.
Unsurprisingly, IUB’s plan also had the third-highest number of new strategies they intended to
implement among all universities reviewed. This phenomenon of planning for a portion of the
university community versus the entirety will additionally be explored in Section 4.3 and
beyond.
4.3. Preference for Infrastructure over Incentives
Across all campus plans reviewed — both peer and aspirant universities alike — there was an
overwhelming preference for infrastructure-based campus TDM strategies over incentive-based
strategies. An average of 65 percent of infrastructure-based strategies were implemented or
planned for implementation at the reviewed universities, in contrast to nearly 44 percent of
incentive-based strategies. At UofSC’s peer institutions, this disparity was even more apparent,
with 53 percent of infrastructure-based strategies being mentioned as opposed to a mere 23
percent of incentive-based strategies. As the distinction between these two categories is specific
to this study and thus is not frequently addressed within campus transportation plans, there are
not explicit, identifiable explanations as to why universities prefer to implement infrastructurebased strategies within the transportation plans reviewed. However, based on plan reviews and
an understanding of the priorities of each university’s plan and overarching missions, several
potential catalysts for this phenomenon can be inferred.
While infrastructure-based strategies tend to require more time, capital, and maintenance
in order to be effective, these strategies are almost always more visible to university community
members in contrast to incentive-based strategies, which tend to require more research on the
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part of the interested student or employee or more promotional efforts on the part of the
university. This notion of immediate visibility can prompt universities to favor infrastructurebased strategies, especially in the interest of seeming attentive to and satiating the desires and
needs of the university community. Another concern is that many universities either are not fully
aware of or do not fully acknowledge the crucial connection between incentive-based and
infrastructure-based strategies. Though infrastructure-based alternatives are more immediately
visible, this doesn’t always equate to an immediate shift in travel mode, so incentive-based
strategies are often pivotal in influencing community members to utilize new infrastructure. For
example, a university may work with an external transit provider to expand on-campus transit
offerings, but introducing a universal-access transit pass stands to significantly increase ridership
beyond what would occur if no incentives were offered.
Perhaps the most critical reason universities may tend to explore fewer incentive-based
options, particularly cash-out programs or financial and material incentives, is because of the
financial capital required to offer such opportunities. Alongside this stands the knowledge that
reducing the overall volume of students and employees parking on campus — and, therefore,
investing in some sort of parking permit — directly reduces the amount of revenue a university
receives for parking and infrastructure. This introduces an interesting and difficult conundrum:
the more successful a university is at reducing the quantity of individuals parking on campus, the
less revenue that university generates for potential use on incentive programs. Thus, universities
interested in incorporating incentive-based strategies face a complicated dilemma regarding how
to compensate for revenue that may potentially be lost with the loss of on-campus parkers.
Though this dilemma plagues all universities interested in implementing campus TDM, it is
especially pervasive if universities don’t have an underlying commitment to sustainability or a
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desire to reduce campus-generated carbon emissions. With such a value system in place,
universities are more likely to tackle this conundrum and innovate creative solutions and
strategies to generate additional revenue, but without such cultural values, universities have little
reason to want to reduce the total number of drive-alone commuters rather than simply
displacing them to more convenient parts of campus.
4.4. Characteristics of Infrastructure-Based Strategies
There were several infrastructure-based strategies that nearly every campus plan reviewed in this
study had in common; in addition, the eight universities reviewed also had a few omissions in
common. Generally, all campuses addressed and wanted to improve the coverage offered by
campus-based cyclist and pedestrian networks, and most campuses also planned to work to
improve linkages between those networks and external, city-based infrastructure. Every single
campus reviewed offered some sort of university-based transit system and had access to some
sort of external transit system as well. In addition, every university had concentrated or was
planning to concentrate large volumes of commuter parking along the campus core, although
whether this parking was for both commuting students and employees or solely for commuting
students varied by university. The majority of universities were also concerned with improving
pedestrian and cyclist safety and had made some effort or another to concentrate student housing
in generally consolidated areas that were more easily accessible by transit services.
Although all universities offered online courses, few university plans discussed utilizing
online coursework or telecommuting strategically in order to reduce campus congestion.
Additionally, there was very little emphasis in any of the plans on ensuring the provision of
ADA-compliant transportation options (though most universities likely do this without explicitly
addressing it in their plans) or shifting university fleets to green vehicles. Most of the universities
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reviewed did not provide bikeshare services at the time their plans were published, though
several were planning to explore bikeshare as a transportation option on campus.
Beyond the specific strategies the universities did or did not have in common, it is
important to note that each of these institutions deals with a similar set of constraints and
partnerships in order to accomplish planning objectives. Every single university plan mentioned
that collaborations with city and state officials, planners, and transit authority workers would be
crucial to the success of infrastructure-based incentives in particular. This can be attributed to the
fact that public universities seldom own the entirety of the land they sit on; often, public
university lands and roads are a hodgepodge of university, city, state, and even federal
ownership. Navigating these relationships and interconnections in a mutually beneficial manner
was a crucial component of nearly every plan that was reviewed.
Several universities stood out from the pack based on their specific infrastructure-based
policies and strategies. UIUC and UF had each implemented 17 of the 30 infrastructure-based
strategies at the time their plans were published, and UIUC shined in particular due to several
innovative, unique initiatives being implemented or explored at their campus. They were the
only university to address the potential to introduce autonomous vehicles to their campus, laying
out plans for an investigation into the feasibility of an autonomous shuttle system that would
traverse a single loop through the campus’s academic core. UIUC and IUB also both stood out
for their acknowledgement of the importance of having full-time staff members dedicated to
TDM implementation and oversight. IUB’s plan implored the university to create, fund, and fill a
new TDM Coordinator position, while UIUC’s campus already had TDM-specific staff and their
plan advocated for the addition of a Bicycle Coordinator. UMD’s campus also stood out as the
only university to be supporting the development of a light-rail system in addition to university-
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and city-based shuttle systems. The plan, released in 2011, outlined a framework for the
university’s support of the Purple Line, a light-rail project planned to extend to College Park and
throughout the surrounding metropolitan area. Ground was broken on the Purple Line in 2017
and the project is estimated to be completed in 2022, with five stops planned to service the UMD
campus.
A handful of campuses were also notable for their efforts to incorporate infrastructurebased strategies that not only serviced university students, but also provided explicit benefits and
opportunities to university employees. Despite their plan being released in 2011, IUB’s campus
had already developed a rideshare app called Zimride that was able to connect faculty, staff, and
students commuting from similar locations at similar times and match individuals with potential
carpooling partners. UA’s transit system was noted within their plan for being a more frequent,
reliable transit provider than the Tuscaloosa-based transit system, with extended operating hours
on weekends connecting business and shopping districts to fill gaps in the Tuscaloosa service.
UF and UNC both emphasized the importance of infrastructure and programs to support parkand-ride lots: at the time their plan was released, UF commissioned a study into the feasibility of
creating regionally-based park-and-ride lots off campus that were focused primarily on serving
commuting employees, and UNC’s campus transit services offered free “Emergency Ride Back”
programs to commuters within a certain distance of campus as well as owners of the university’s
park-and-ride parking permits.
4.5. Characteristics of Incentive-Based Strategies
As previously mentioned, incentive-based strategies were less common overall than
infrastructure-based strategies among the universities reviewed. Still, many universities had
strategies that were commonly implemented or omitted. The only incentive-based strategies that
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a majority of universities had already implemented or were planning to implement were the
provision of free bike service to campus bicycle owners, often through a campus recreation
center, and the provision of a universal-access transit pass valid for use on an external transit
provider. All universities that incorporated this strategy charged their students a transportation
fee in order to cover the cost of the transit partnership, ranging from around $20 to upwards of
$60 per semester. It is also worthwhile to note that, with the exception of IUB, all universities
offering a universal-access transit pass were classified as aspirant institutions.
Within the context of incentive-based strategies, commonly omitted practices were far
more common among the university plans included in this study. For example, every single
university reviewed either neglected to address any incentivized parking for electric and hybrid
vehicles or explicitly did not offer such incentives. The outlook was slightly more positive for
carpool priority parking and parking discounts, with three universities currently operating
carpooling incentives and two more planning to begin those programs in the future. No campuses
reviewed offered student discounts on bikeshare services, although this can be directly attributed
to the fact that only UA had a pre-established bikeshare program on their campus. Very few
universities offered any cash or material incentives to students or faculty for choosing not to park
on campus, only half the plans reviewed had implemented or were considering a temporary or
seasonal permit system, and only three universities mentioned offering a commuter club or
rewards program for commuters. In addition, only half of the universities had a policy restricting
some portion of the student population from bringing a car to campus or receiving a parking
pass.
When considering the proportion of incentive-based strategies implemented at each
university, one must address the drastic difference between proportions among aspirant
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institutions versus those among peer institutions to UofSC. IUB is the notable exception to the
rule, implementing or addressing half of the 14 considered strategies, but overall the peer
institutions implemented an average of 3.25 strategies whereas the aspirant institutions
implemented an average of 9 strategies. IUB’s awareness of the types of incentive-based
programs available for implementation was exceedingly impressive, especially for a plan
released in 2011, and many of their strategies conveyed a desire to not only reduce campus core
congestion but specifically reduce the volume of drive-alone commuters. IUB focused their plan
almost exclusively on shifting travel modes among university employees, offering employeespecific carpooling discounts and a commuter club and covering employee fares on the regional
transit provider, Bloomington Transit. UF pursued a similar tactic, only offering priority carpool
parking to university employees.
Although UA’s plan talked extensively about the importance of campus legibility and
commuter awareness of TDM programs, it was alarmingly devoid of incentive-based strategies
that could ultimately be used to fulfill the goals of their plan. On the other hand, IUB and UNC
both outlined extensive marketing strategies in order to ensure commuters could remain
informed about TDM practices and commuter strategies: IUB specifically incorporated TDM
marketing into the duties of the proposed TDM Coordinator position, while UNC outlined a
process for naming “Transportation & Parking Champions” within each department to facilitate
easy communication and detailed an annual Transportation Fair event wherein parking
representatives explain TDM policies to visitors and hear complaints and suggestions.
Additionally, UMD and UK both offered unique, innovative incentives or disincentives
within their plans. UMD described the need to define a university-wide, well-understood set of
“rules of the road” in order to reinforce the following of infrastructural traffic-calming measures,
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though the plan didn’t explicitly detail how this would be carried out. In a separate vein, though
it wasn’t explicitly stated within their plan, UK’s parking permit system seemed to be designed
to discourage parking and encourage alternative transportation among students living within a
mile of campus. Students living in on-campus housing could apply for “Resident” permits
offering parking within the residential areas of campus; students living beyond one mile from the
campus borders could obtain a “Commuter” parking pass, offering parking further from the core
but not quite along the periphery; students living within a mile of campus, however, had to apply
for “Stadium” parking permits, which permitted parking in lots at the very edge of campus near
the athletic facilities. All three permits were the same value, leading one to infer that UK was
attempting to disincentivize driving among students living close enough to utilize other travel
modes. (Unfortunately, UK did not provide data or explanation to back up these speculations.)
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5. University of South Carolina
5.1. Overview
Transportation planning at any university is an extensive, complicated process, but transportation
planning at UofSC is especially nuanced. Over the last several years, university administrators
and partners have been working to develop and release a comprehensive transportation master
plan that was originally slated to be published during the winter of 2018-2019. However, as
discussed in Section 2.3, controversy and logistical issues shrouding the “Campus Village”
project have required that the university rework several aspects of the plan in order to maintain
consistency with the future of the development project. The delay of this project’s
implementation has put additional pressure on UofSC to house its growing freshman class in
more innovative ways, especially since university residence halls can currently only support
around 7,000 students. As such, UofSC has pursued several public-private partnerships with
local management companies, ultimately adopting two formerly off-campus apartment
complexes as “on-campus” residence halls. Because they were not originally constructed as
residence halls, these buildings sit apart from the campus core and most campus infrastructure.
However, the impending (albeit delayed) increase in residential space from the “Campus
Village” may be dissuading the university from establishing permanent infrastructure to and
from those buildings. As it stands now, a shuttle bus connects one of the apartments to campus,
but there is little safe walking infrastructure available until students reach the campus borders.
In addition, several other factors beyond the university have delayed or further
complicated the plan’s finalization. For one, although the idea of offering a universal-access
transit pass to university communities is lauded in campus TDM literature, the precarious,
uncertain nature of the COMET’s funding has made the university hesitant to invest significant
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amounts of student fees into a partnership. In recent years, Columbia has also experienced a
variety of issues with electric mopeds and scooters. Zapp, a shared-mobility provider that began
piloting an electric moped rental program in Columbia in 2016, was popular among UofSC
students but also caused several problems for both students and the university. Since the
company did not require users to have experience riding scooters before participating in the
program, scooter accidents increased as student ridership increased, and the scooters became
causes of vehicular conflict and traffic problems. Additionally, as the company began to explore
the potential to introduce electric two-wheeled scooters, the university administration began to
fear there weren’t enough regulations or procedures in place at the university or city levels to
keep the programs efficient yet manageable. Columbia’s city council voted to ban the scooters
for one year at the beginning of 2019 while they and the university collaborate to develop
effective policies regarding the proliferation of the vehicles throughout the city (Ellis 2019;
Murphy et al. 2019).
Rideshare services are another point of contention in UofSC’s planning process.
Recently, the university and city have made pioneering strides in their partnerships with popular
rideshare companies like Uber and Lyft, exploring the integration of rideshare and transit
networks to address food deserts in the Columbia area and offering rideshare discounts to users
whose trips begin or end with a transit ride. However, tragedy rocked the UofSC community at
the end of March, 2019, when a UofSC senior named Samantha Josephson left the Five Points
district of Columbia in a car she mistakenly believed was her Uber and did not appear at her
apartment the following day. Josephson was found dead the following afternoon. The university
community responded to the tragedy with solidarity, compassion, and an emphatic call to
students and rideshare users across the nation to ask rideshare drivers, “What’s my name?”
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before entering a vehicle (Salam 2019). As Josephson’s friends and family and the rest of the
community grapple with the tragic incident, UofSC administrators and staff working on the
transportation master plan have had to revisit the ways in which they incorporate and encourage
rideshare services within the plan to ensure a clear emphasis on safety measures (Murphy et al.
2019).
With all of these factors taken into consideration, a public version of the transportation
master plan was not available for review by the time this study was completed. However, several
individuals involved in the plan’s development and in the general implementation of
transportation planning at UofSC were gracious enough to participate in interviews to assist in
the collection of information about current practices at UofSC as well as strategies that are
tentatively planned for future implementation. Derek Gruner, UofSC Campus Architect, was
interviewed on April 5, 2019. Derrick Huggins, V.P. for Facilities & Transportation, and
Roosevelt Barnwell, Director of Vehicle Management & Interim Director for Parking Services,
participated in an interview the following week on April 9, 2019. These interviews, as well as a
synthesis of available campus demographic data and policy information, comprised the basis
upon which the following review is founded. Interview questions from both interviews can be
found in the Appendix.
The campus TDM strategies implemented or tentatively planned for implementation at
UofSC can be viewed in Table 6. Overall, UofSC had more strategies that were “Partially
Implemented” than any other university reviewed at fourteen strategies total; the next two
universities to follow were UMD at twelve partially implemented strategies and UNC at eight.
Additionally, as seen in Table 7, UofSC had more infrastructure-based TDM strategies already
fully or partially implemented than any other university reviewed. If UofSC proceeds
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University of
South Carolina

with the strategies they have tentatively planned for

Infrastructure-based strategies
Cyclist
On-campus bike infrastructure
Off-campus bike infrastructure
Bike storage/facilities
Cyclist facilities
Bikeshare program
Bike-transit integration
Pedestrian
Safe sidewalks
Connected campus
Pedestrian bridges/underpasses
Alternatives to stairs
Vehicle-free zones

implementation, UofSC will have implemented or
AI/II
PI/II
AI
–
PI/II
PI
AI/II
AI/II
AI
–
AI

Transit
Campus transit
External transit
ADA campus transit
Green fleet
Bus lanes
Off-campus shuttles
Personal Vehicles
Park-and-ride
Periphery parking
Less campus parking
Guaranteed ride home
Traffic-calming
Carshare program
Rideshare program

II
AI/II
II
II
PI/II
PI/II
–

Other Strategies
Commuter safety
Online courses
Flextime/Telecommuting
Consolidated housing
Public TDM resources
TDM staff

AI/II
–
PI/II
NI
–
PI

AI
AI
AI
–
PI/II
PI

Incentive-based strategies
Cyclist/Pedestrian
Bikeshare discounts
Bike incentives
Bike service
Active commute promotion
Transit
External transit pass/discount
Rideshare discount
Personal Vehicles
True cost of parking
Green priority parking
Carpool priority parking
Car-free compensation
Commuter population limits
Seasonal/temporary parking
Other Strategies
Awareness campaigns
Reward programs

planned to implement a total of 30 campus TDM
strategies, which places them fourth among the nine
plans reviewed. However, it is important to
understand that since UofSC does not have a
transportation master plan publicly available yet, it is
uncertain how many of these strategies will
definitively be included in the plan, meaning that this
number could be inflated and will need to be revisited
in comparison to the eight peer and aspirant
universities once a plan is published.
5.2. Review of Infrastructure-Based Strategies
As mentioned in the previous section, UofSC’s
campus boasts a plethora of infrastructure-based

–
–
AI
–
PI/II
PI/II

TDM strategies already. Like the majority of other
universities reviewed, UofSC also has an on-campus
bicycle network that connects in some places to city-

PI/II
PI
NI
NI
NI
–
II
II

Table 6. Review of sustainable campus
TDM strategies that are implemented
(or not implemented) at UofSC.

wide infrastructure. The campus has an extensive
pedestrian network complete with several pedestrian
bridges and underpasses that allow commuters to
move safely around heavily trafficked intersections,
as well as a campus-wide shuttle service with over
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half a dozen different routes. Additionally, UofSC joins other universities in concentrating a
great deal of its commuter parking along the peripheries of campus and in offering robust
commuter safety programs and initiatives.
IUB

Rutgers

UA

UF

UIUC

UK

UMD

UNC

UofSC

15
7
22

8
5
13

15
3
18

17
6
23

17
7
24

10
1
11

16
10
26

15
4
19

20
3
23

4
3
7

0
1
1

2
1
3

8
2
10

4
5
9

1
1
2

4
4
8

6
3
9

5
2
7

19
10
29

8
6
14

17
4
21

25
8
33

21
12
33

11
2
13

20
14
34

21
7
28

25
5
30

Strategies Included
Infrastructure-Based Strategies
Partially/Already Implemented
Intend to Implement
Total
Incentive-Based Strategies
Partially/Already Implemented
Intend to Implement
Total
Combined Strategies
Partially/Already Implemented
Intend to Implement
Total Strategies

Table 7. Illustrates the total quantity of each type of strategy implemented or planned for implementation at each
institution, including UofSC.

*General averages
with UofSC included.

UofSC:
Total
Strategies

Average*
Strategies

Average
Among
Peers

Average
Among
Aspirants

UofSC:
Proportion
of Strategies

Average*
Proportion

Average
Among
Peers

Average
Among
Aspirants

Infrastructure-Based Total

23

Incentive-Based Total

7

19.9

16

23

78%

66%

53%

78%

6.2

3.3

9

50%

44%

23%

Total Strategies

30

64%

26.1

19.3

32

68%

59%

44%

73%

Table 8. Displays the average totals and proportions of strategies implemented or planned for implementation
across all universities reviewed, updated to include the numbers from UofSC. Additionally, this table compares the
total strategies and proportion of strategies at UofSC to the data for peer and aspirant institutions.

UofSC’s infrastructure-based strategies
shine in several ways. UofSC is one of only
a few universities reviewed to offer some
sort of bikeshare program, with several of
Columbia’s Blue Bike bikeshare locations
located on or adjacent to campus. UofSC
also has strong on-campus cycling
infrastructure, although connections to the
off-campus network and the off-campus

Figure 1. Bikeshare & cycling infrastructure
around Columbia & on the UofSC campus.
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network in general are lacking in some areas (as seen in Figure 1). The COMET also allows
riders to store their bikes on-board, making UofSC one of few universities to offer or mention
bike-transit integration techniques. The campus also incorporates several bus pull-off areas,
though it does not contain any bus or transit infrastructure that is separated from the rest of
traffic. UofSC is accompanied by four other universities in offering pedestrians and cyclists
some sort of vehicle-free zone on campus, and has implemented several other traffic-calming
measures, such as pedestrian signage and narrower roads, where possible. Additionally, in the
fall of 2018, UofSC introduced a two-car carshare program through a partnership with the rental
company Enterprise that they are hoping to continue to expand in the coming years. UofSC was
also one of only two universities to have already considered telecommuting as a TDM strategy,
and the university had several tentative plans to continue to expand telecommuting offerings for
employees to further reduce congestion or incentivize transit ridership. Although UofSC does not
have specific staff whose only functions are to manage TDM policies and initiatives, several
staff members within the divisions of Facilities and Transportation & Parking Services focus in
some fashion on TDM as part of their roles.
The one area in which UofSC infrastructurally falls behind other universities reviewed is
in the consolidation (or, rather, lack thereof) of on-campus student housing. Rather than
relegating all residence halls to a designated residential area of campus, UofSC’s residence halls
are notably spread across the entirety of campus, with a one-mile walk separating some halls.
UofSC misses an opportunity to consolidate on-campus residents — and, thus, any cars they may
bring to campus — to specifically delimited pockets of campus, but they do attempt to mitigate
this by only providing parking lots for residential students along the campus periphery. Also
pertinent to housing is the fact that only half of the off-campus student housing complexes in
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Columbia offer a free shuttle to campus for residents. According to UofSC, 73% of students at
the university reside off campus, and the distribution of students at eighteen of Columbia’s most
popular off-campus student housing complexes can be viewed in Table 9. Figure 2 shows the
distribution of complexes according to population, while Figure 3 illustrates both the proximity
of these complexes to the UofSC campus and whether each one provides a shuttle or not.
UofSC also has several plans to further develop the campus in TDM-positive ways and
incorporate additional traffic-calming measures. Most notable are two planned construction
projects that are slated to begin within the next year that will redevelop areas immediately west
of the campus’s Historic Horseshoe to accommodate alternative transportation and slow or
completely eliminate thru-traffic. The first of these projects involves a reconstruction of Main
Longitude

Latitude

Distance (mi) from
Student Union*

Student
Population**

Bike storage
available?

Free shuttle
available?

612 Whaley Street

-81.0374

33.9837

1.4

150

N

N

21 Oaks

-81.0209

33.9662

3

800

Y

Y

Cayce Cove

-81.0505

33.9776

2.5

450

Y

Y

Empire

-81.0344

33.998

1

400

Y

N

Granby Mills

-81.0388

33.9823

1.6

300

Y

N

Greene Crossing

-81.0399

33.9927

1.3

600

Y

N

The Hub

-81.0347

34.0047

1.5

720

Y

N

The Lofts at USC

-81.0286

33.9884

0.8

300

N

N

Olympia Mills

-81.0364

33.983

1.5

400

Y

N

Palmetto Compress

-81.0394

33.9907

1.2

300

N

N

Redtail on the River

-81.0532

33.9904

2.4

450

Y

Y

The Retreat

-80.9994

33.9604

3.8

560

N

Y

River's Edge at Carolina Stadium

-81.043

33.9839

1.7

375

Y

Y

Riverside Columbia

-81.0536

33.989

3.7

600

N

Y

Stadium Suites

-81.0161

33.9658

3.3

780

Y

Y

Station at Five Points

-81.0198

34.006

1.3

530

Y

Y

The Village

-80.9945

33.9586

4.2

1100

N

Y

-81.03

33.9867

1

650

Y

Y

Apartment Complex

YOUnion

Table 9. This table lists the eighteen most popular off-campus student housing complexes among UofSC students as
identified by the UofSC Office of Off-Campus Living & Neighborhood Relations. Each complex’s website was
consulted to obtain the address and shuttle information, and each complex was also called personally to obtain
information about the availability of formal bike storage and the population of students.
*Distances to each apartment complex from the Russell House Student Union were estimated by using the
“Directions” feature of Google Maps and taking the shortest distance provided.
**Due to Fair Housing Law, none of the eighteen complexes consulted keep records of whether residents are
students and thus could not provide exact populations of students. The population numbers are estimates based on
the total number of beds available in each complex and the estimated percentage of residents who may be students
as approximated by complex staff.
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Figure 2. Columbia’s off-campus apartment
complexes, categorized by student populations.

Figure 3. Off-campus complexes, categorized by
whether or not a free shuttle is provided to students.

Street between its intersection with Blossom Street and the South Carolina State House, four
blocks north, to reduce the road from four lanes to two lanes, provide separated bike lanes and
intermediary greenways, and broaden the sidewalks on both sides of the street to allow for café
seating at restaurants and shops along the street. The plan is designed to reflect the character of
the segment of Main Street that continues north of the State House; this area is one of
Columbia’s primary retail, dining, and entertainment districts and also boasts immense, well-kept
sidewalks and a two-lane road. The second project is scheduled to be completed over the summer
of 2019 and involves the reconfiguration of College Street between Sumter and Main Streets.
Currently, over a dozen off-campus buses, university shuttles, and COMET buses pick up and
drop off students on Sumter Street at the edge of the Historic Horseshoe, but there is no
designated pull-off or bus lane, causing frequent congestion and obstructing pedestrian visibility.
This block of College Street will be closed to thru-traffic completely, instead being redeveloped
as a block-long pull-around and drop-off station for buses that would otherwise be utilizing the
Sumter Street location.
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Beyond these specific development projects, UofSC is also exploring the opportunity to
develop new parking along the periphery of campus and even create off-campus park-and-ride
lots. Both V.P. Huggins and Derek Gruner expressed the importance of keeping on-campus
residents parked within the core of campus, since those students have been found to move their
cars significantly less often throughout the week than commuting students and employees. As
this shift occurs, commuters will be transitioned almost entirely to the periphery of campus, with
a potential new surface lot being explored behind the basketball arena at the western edge of
campus. V.P. Huggins reemphasized the importance of incorporating transit into these scenarios,
stating, “As long as we can get timely, efficient shuttles up to the core, we’ll be able to keep
commuters concentrated along the periphery” (2019). All administrators interviewed voiced a
disinterest in continuing to construct large parking structures rather than surface lots, fearing the
structures might become obsolete over the next several decades as the U.S. potentially shifts
away from widespread vehicle ownership. Derek Gruner also elaborated on investigations into
the potential to develop lots near the football stadium, about a mile south of the campus core,
into park-and-ride lots for commuters. Currently, a handful of lots exist in the area but sit vacant
for most of the year, only being utilized for tailgating activities and the State Fair during the fall
and several sporadic activities throughout the rest of the year. Gruner, however, indicated that
this would take far more research and collaboration with the city before being implemented.
5.3. Review of Incentive-Based Strategies
Overall, UofSC had either implemented or planned to implement seven incentive-based
strategies, tying them for fifth place among the nine universities ranked. Again, however, it is
important to remember that not all seven strategies may ultimately find their way into the UofSC
transportation master plan. That being said, the incentive-based strategies currently implemented
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tend to reflect what is included in other universities’ transportation plans. UofSC offers free bike
repair service to community members with bicycles through the Outdoor Recreation Bike Shop,
and although the university has not developed comprehensive awareness campaigns that cover
TDM policies and alternative transportation, UofSC should be commended for its comprehensive
pedestrian safety campaigns across campus. The university initiated a pedestrian awareness
campaign during 2018, complete with signage and extensive campus-wide marketing, to
discourage distracted walking across campus and particularly in busy intersections where
vehicular-pedestrian conflict is prevalent. Additionally, UofSC worked with local law
enforcement and rideshare services to establish a designated pickup zone in the popular Five
Points district, giving students who may be leaving bars late at night a designated, safe area in
which they can wait for a rideshare or shuttle. Following the Samantha Josephson tragedy, the
university has doubled down on its efforts to make students aware that this designated pickup
location exists.
As previously mentioned, the university has also developed a strong partnership with
local rideshare services to offset the impacts of food deserts, offering rideshare users a discount
if their trip involves both a local grocery store and a transit stop. The university is hoping to
build upon this partnership in future years and specifically wants to continue expounding upon
the integration of rideshare and transit, exploring rideshare discounts as a potential incentive for
a certain number of transit trips and possibly even incorporating both rideshare and transit into a
guaranteed ride home program. Transit, however, continues to be an interesting and controversial
aspect of the UofSC transportation management strategy. Like many universities reviewed,
UofSC offers some sort of universal-access pass for a portion of students. Called the “Freshman
Freedom Pass”, the pass is available to all first-year students and allows users to ride the
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COMET for free for the entirety of their first year on campus. However, the pass comes with
several glaring omissions when compared to other universities. First, the primary focus is on
first-year students, but these students are the only university community members guaranteed to
be living on campus; in other words, they are far less likely to require transit services than offcampus commuter students or faculty members who may be more inclined to take advantage of
the regional nature of the COMET’s services. Further, UofSC is the only university reviewed
that offers a universal-access transit pass but does not actually pay anything into the partnership
with the transit provider. In interviews, administrators voiced a desire to see this change in the
future, but concurrently expressed hesitation regarding the uncertainty of the COMET’s future
funding and questioned whether it might be more useful to invest further in UofSC’s own shuttle
infrastructure. The future of transit at UofSC, therefore, is still very turbulent and uncertain.
Beyond transit and rideshare services, UofSC is also the only university reviewed to offer
any priority parking to individuals with hybrid or electric vehicles. However, these spaces are
available on a first-come, first-serve basis in several select locations on campus and are not
regulated by the parking permit process. Additionally, UofSC has not explored carpool parking
passes or seasonal and temporary passes within their permit system, so these may be
opportunities for further exploration in the future. These options may be especially helpful as
UofSC navigates a complicated relationship with its employees and parking: unlike all other
universities reviewed, which have consistently charged both students and employees for parking
passes for at least the last decade, UofSC only began charging employees for parking passes
within the last few years. All administrators interviewed voiced the importance of this change, as
the lack of revenue being generated from staff members had slowed or altogether prevented
crucial maintenance and development from occurring for several years. The importance of this
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change was also emphasized in terms of the opportunities it will help to provide for increased
alternative transportation infrastructure. One change UofSC does not plan to make without
further research into the practices at other universities is to limit the commuter population and
prevent first-year students from bringing cars to campus. V.P. Huggins expressed a concern that
out-of-state students in particular would be less inclined to enroll at UofSC if they were
prohibited from bringing vehicles to campus, especially since not all other peer institutions
impose those restrictions.
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6. Discussion of Findings
6.1. University of South Carolina: Areas of Achievement
There are certainly several areas in which UofSC stands out in its TDM planning, especially
when compared to the peer and aspirant universities reviewed. Overall, the results of this study
are optimistic for the university, as UofSC’s results fall more in line with its aspirant institutions
than its peer institutions. This was demonstrated in Table 8 (pg. 40), wherein a comparison
between the average proportion of strategies implemented at the peer and aspirant institutions
and the proportion implemented at UofSC can be viewed. Generally, UofSC is most similar to
IUB in its overall numbers, which bodes well for UofSC seeing as IUB is technically a peer
institution but looks more like an aspirant institution in terms of its awareness and
implementation of TDM strategies.
UofSC’s on-campus pedestrian infrastructure and safety programs stand out when
compared to infrastructure at the other universities reviewed. The complex integration of bridges,
underpasses, and vehicle-free zones allow pedestrians to move throughout the core of campus
with ease. Though opportunities definitely exist for the improvement of off-campus pedestrian
networks and additional traffic-calming measures, UofSC should be commended for its efforts to
make the pedestrian experience a safe, simple, and enjoyable one. In addition, UofSC’s planned
construction efforts for the upcoming summer and year indicate a broad awareness and
understanding of TDM strategies and a commitment to cementing alternative modes of
transportation as feasible, supported options for UofSC community members. UofSC also views
itself and its transportation system in a more comprehensive way that several of the other schools
reviewed, fully acknowledging its responsibility for servicing and moving both employees and
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students. With these underlying foundations in place, UofSC is poised to be a national leader
within campus TDM in the coming years and decades.
6.2. University of South Carolina: Opportunities for Improvement
While UofSC stands out in myriad ways for its successes in campus transportation planning, the
university’s plan and strategies also reveal opportunities for growth and improvement. One of the
most critical ways UofSC can curb congestion and redistribute transportation demand is a
method administrators have already begun to consider: concentrating residential student vehicles
within the core of campus and shifting commuters away from the campus core. Nearly every
other university reviewed concentrates their on-campus residence halls in one or several specific
areas of campus and allows those students to park nearby. While UofSC cannot simply
deconstruct their residence halls and shift them elsewhere to be more consolidated, pursuing
efforts to reallocate the majority of parking within the campus core to residential students rather
than commuting students will help UofSC to catch up with techniques implemented at other
universities. Additionally, the one area where UofSC’s pedestrian infrastructure falls short is in
the space between the campus and one of the public-private residence halls, Park Place, where
residents who wish to walk are forced to cross train tracks and utilize roads with dilapidated
sidewalks. Since the university plans to continue expanding the campus westward in the coming
decades, investing in additional pedestrian infrastructure in this area could provide foundational
sidewalks that will support additional linkages in the network in the future.
Several other opportunities for UofSC’s improved transportation management lie beyond
the campus itself and will involve extensive collaboration with local partners such as the City of
Columbia, off-campus housing providers, and the COMET. Expanding the cyclist and pedestrian
networks within Columbia and ensuring cohesive linkages to campus networks is an important
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way to foster a sense of commuter confidence and promote alternative travel modes. Further, as
seen and discussed in Section 5.2, there are several gaps in the transit services provided to
students living in off-campus apartment complexes. These gaps should be viewed by the
university as opportunities to expound upon the current transit offerings available to community
members, which could potentially be accomplished through either an expansion of university
service or changes to the university’s COMET partnership. These options will be explored in
more detail in the next section, but suffice it to say that transit could address and potentially
resolve a significant portion of the demand for transportation and parking at UofSC.
Administrators should also consider the connections of off-campus housing complexes to transit
and cyclist infrastructure as potential indicators of the availability of those same networks to
employees, who typically live even further away from campus and may be suffering even more
drastic gaps in service.
Most glaringly, the nature of the university’s partnership with the COMET is what
separates it most crucially from the other universities included in this study. The lack of funding
provided to the partnership is one issue, but is somewhat understandable given the turbulent
nature of the COMET’s financial state. However, the university’s shuttle network does not offer
comparable coverage to that of the COMET, being mostly relegated to the university’s
perimeters and just beyond. Further, the absence of any financial partnership with the COMET is
accompanied by the lack of any marketing or promotional partnership: interviewees indicated
that while the Freshman Freedom Pass is advertised on the Parking & Transportation Services
website, there is very little being done by the university to actively promote the program to firstyear students or recruit individuals to use the pass. Several opportunities exist to improve the
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partnership between UofSC and the COMET so that it reflects and meets the needs of the
university community, and those opportunities will be explored in detail in the next section.
6.3. Recommendations for the University of South Carolina
Based on the background research performed for this study, the university transportation plans
reviewed, and the identified areas for improvement within the UofSC plan, several
recommendations for UofSC’s campus TDM strategies have been developed. These
recommendations are geared towards improving the overall direction of the UofSC
transportation master plan and providing insight into the strategies that may be most helpful to
UofSC as the university strives to cement itself as a national influencer. Recommendations will
aim to help UofSC address the current deficiencies in its transportation planning policies that, if
resolved, will allow the university to establish itself as a national leader in sustainable campus
TDM. It is the overarching objective of this study that these recommendations aid in informing
the transportation planning process at UofSC and that they could potentially be considered for
inclusion in the transportation master plan’s final release.
Recommendation 1: Alter universal-access transit pass to target off-campus students
instead of freshmen. As mentioned throughout preceding sections, UofSC’s external transit
partnership looks very different than partnerships at the majority of the other schools reviewed in
this study. However, given the hesitation amongst university administrators about funding a
more comprehensive partnership with the COMET, it does not make sense for UofSC to mirror
its transit program after the models in practice at universities like UF and UNC, where student
fees and the university’s parking programs funnel directly into a budget for external transit
passes. It is also important to recognize two crucial considerations when evaluating UofSC’s
Freshman Freedom Pass as the program currently stands: 1) the overwhelming majority of on-
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campus residents are first-year students; and 2) according to UofSC’s own observations, oncampus residents are far less likely to move their cars during the week. The principles underlying
the pass certainly seem sensible: if first-year students are exposed to transit for free and begin
using it frequently, that habit should generally carry over into future years at UofSC. However,
from a standpoint of reducing congestion in the campus core and the total trips taken by
university community members, the program starts to make less sense. Whereas most first-year
students don’t move their cars more than a handful of times throughout the week due to their
tendencies as on-campus residents, students who are commuting from off-campus apartments by
nature take at least two trips a day to travel to and from campus. Introducing these students to
fare-free transit could cause an even greater domino effect if the participating students then begin
to utilize transit, and the university would have additional support for marketing and promotions
of the program if they adequately tapped into resources available through each complex’s leasing
office. Thus, it is recommended that UofSC identify several off-campus apartment complexes,
with particular emphasis on those
that may not provide free shuttle
service, and initiate a pilot program
for an off-campus student transit
pass with the intention of ultimately
shifting the Freshman Freedom Pass
to an off-campus commuter transit
pass. Figure 4 illustrates the
proximity of several shuttle-less
complexes to COMET routes.

Figure 4. Off-campus complexes based on shuttle availability
overlaid with nearby COMET routes.
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Recommendation 2: Support off-campus bicycle infrastructure improvements. While the
on-campus bicycle network at UofSC is comprehensive and will improve even further with the
completion of the upcoming South Main Street development project, the cycling infrastructure
throughout the rest of Columbia is sparse and lacks connections in several areas. There is little
the university can do in terms of construction due to the fact that most roads beyond the campus
borders are owned by the city and state, but using influence and research to aid collaborative
efforts to bolster the network’s coverage is a worthwhile pursuit. As can be seen in Figure 5,
there are a variety of off-campus housing complexes that are missed by Columbia’s bicycle
network, so identifying those communities
and advocating for additional bike lanes and
infrastructural improvements between those
areas and campus is a sound place to begin.
It is also recommended that the university
conduct surveys and review employee
address data to identify where large
concentrations of employees are located so
that those areas can be targeted with
Figure 5. Connectivity of off-campus complexes to
Columbia’s city-wide cycling infrastructure.

infrastructure improvements as well.

Recommendation 3: Develop comprehensive linkages to Park Place and west campus.
Although on-campus pedestrian infrastructure at UofSC is complete and addresses several
aspects of the pedestrian experience, such as safety, aesthetics, and legibility, that infrastructure
is lacking between the campus core and some parts of west campus, and specifically between the
core and the new public-private Park Place residence hall. Residents of Park Place are serviced
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by a shuttle route that runs between the building and the heart of campus, but residents who wish
to bike or walk lack a safe, established route up to campus. Addressing potential areas for
conflict with both vehicles and trains by posting pedestrian signage and designated crosswalks
and fixing cracked, dilapidated sidewalks would be a helpful step towards resolving this
deficiency. If these solutions did not provide an effective linkage to the campus core, the
construction of another pedestrian bridge could be explored; however, this study does not
anticipate that infrastructural change being necessary for at least the next several years since
most projected west campus development is not planned to commence in the immediate future.
Beyond that, the financial capital necessary to complete such a project would be significant and
providing those estimates exceeds the scope of this study. Traffic-calming and pro-pedestrian
measures are substantial yet cost-effective ways to address this issue as it stands currently.
Recommendation 4: Introduce employee-specific carpool parking permits with lower perperson rates and/or in priority locations. UofSC’s recent decision to begin charging faculty and
staff members for parking permits brought about a critically necessary change to the campus’s
transportation management, but employees do not necessarily favor the new measures for
obvious reasons. In addition, UofSC has not implemented any carpool parking strategies within
their permit system and does not yet plan to do so. Reconsidering this decision and creating a
carpool parking permit that is specifically designated for university employees could solve
several issues with one strategy. First, if high-demand parking spaces within the campus core are
allocated to carpool permits, it immediately and measurably reduces the demand for campus
parking and the congestion present within the core, as most faculty parking is currently located
within the heart of campus. Further, it allows Parking & Transportation Services to extend a
metaphorical olive branch to employees who may still harbor resentment about the introduction
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of parking permit fees by offering passes that are less expensive per person. It may even
incentivize employees who have since ceased parking on campus to resume participating in the
program, but without the perceived high cost and without bringing exorbitant congestion back to
campus, potentially increasing parking revenues for other projects. If this recommendation is
pursued, it is also advised that the university consider creating a temporary parking pass program
for employees in the carpool program so that if extenuating circumstances arise, participants
have a certain number of days per year on which they can bring their own car and park in a
commuter lot.
Recommendation 5: Create a concrete rewards program that promotes alternative
transportation among the UofSC community. In conversations with V.P. Huggins, Roosevelt
Barnwell, and Derek Gruner, it was evident that reward and point-based programs are being
seriously explored as a way to incentivize transit ridership and alternative travel modes and
disincentivize drive-alone commuting. Rewards programs are exceedingly effective, not only
because of the influence they wield, but also because they provide immediate access to
individuals who have expressed some sort of interest in transportation communication. Thus,
they not only stand to reduce congestion and parking demand, but they also create direct lines of
communication through which Parking & Transportation Services can then disseminate
information about TDM strategies, campus policies, and new initiatives and projects. In
preliminary talks about what this reward program might look like, it was mentioned that
participants could potentially accrue points for each transit trip they take and then use a certain
balance of those points in exchange for a free or discounted rideshare ride. The tendency to
integrate rideshare and transit is an incredibly effective way to mitigate transportation and
parking demand, and the university may want to consider exploring ways to incorporate the Blue
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Bike bikeshare program into this reward program in a similar manner. Overall, ideas for the
program are heading in the right direction, and the sooner a program can be developed, piloted,
and implemented, the greater benefit the university community stands to reap.
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7. Conclusion
The future of sustainable campus TDM is bright, and U.S. universities have quickly begun to
realize its multi-faceted benefits. TDM strategies offer campuses the opportunity to reduce
carbon emissions, practice environmental stewardship, reduce the wear-and-tear on
infrastructure, promote healthy lifestyles for community members, create more efficient
transportation networks, resolve complaints about insufficient or inefficient parking systems, and
foster more connected communities. As universities seek to fulfill their missions as movers,
congregators, and educators of ever-growing communities, campus TDM should be at the
forefront of the university planning process. Many U.S. universities have realized this, and
among the state flagships reviewed in this study in particular, many are not only talking about
campus TDM but are putting meaningful strategies into action.
The University of South Carolina is no exception to this rule. As the institution further
cultivates its expanding repertoire of top academic programs, athletic teams, and cultural and
professional experiences, the logical next step is to implement planning processes reflective of a
campus that is growing in both size and status. UofSC has made great strides in navigating a
complex reality of stakeholders and events that have specifically complicated the transportation
planning process, but opportunities for additional improvement will always exist. This study and
the strategies, reviews, and recommendations contained wherein are offered as a support to aid
the university in its progress and to further inform the planning process behind the master
transportation plan that will be released later this year. It is the hope and intention of this study
that UofSC will reflect contentedly upon its achievements within campus TDM, but will also
consider opportunities to replicate the successes of its peer and aspirant institutions and innovate
new achievements.
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Appendix
I.

Questions asked of Derek Gruner, Derrick Huggins, & Roosevelt Barnwell.
Current Practices & Infrastructure
1. Parking & single-occupancy vehicles:
a. How many total parking spots are available on campus?
b. UofSC concentrates most resident and commuter lots along the perimeter of
campus. How does the utilization of those lots compare to garages in the
academic core, such as Bull Street?
c. Can you describe some of the traffic-calming measures currently implemented on
campus?
d. In the fall, UofSC began offering a carshare program through a partnership with
Enterprise. Is there data available about that program’s utilization? How many
cars are currently available?
e. Are there currently any park-and-ride lots on or off campus that support faculty,
staff, or commuting students?
f. Currently, how reflective are parking permit prices of the true cost of building and
maintaining parking spaces on campus?
g. Is priority parking available for those who drive electric/hybrid vehicles or those
who carpool? Are there priority or discounted permits for individuals falling into
those categories?
h. Do commuters have the opportunity to purchase seasonal or temporary parking
passes rather than a semester- or year-long pass?
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i.

Are there any regulations that restrict certain populations from obtaining a
parking pass?

j.

Does UofSC offer a guaranteed ride home program for employees who don’t
commute in a personal vehicle?

2. Cyclists and pedestrians:
a. How well does UofSC’s campus cycling infrastructure connect to the
infrastructure in and around Columbia?
b. Beyond bike racks, what options for bike storage exist on campus?
c. Does UofSC provide any additional facilities to cyclists, such as lockers or
showers, within the academic core of campus?
d. The City of Columbia recently implemented a bikeshare program that has a few
locations adjacent to campus. Do any discounts or incentives for UofSC students
currently exist within that program?
e. What efforts (if any) are being made to promote cyclist and pedestrian safety on
campus?
f. What efforts (if any) are being made to promote or incentivize active commuting
to campus?
g. Do any incentives or rewards currently exist for individuals who bike or walk to
campus instead of driving?
h. Does UofSC have a commuter club or rewards group?
3. Transit:
a. How many university shuttles are in the UofSC shuttle fleet? Are any of these
shuttles hybrid or electric vehicles?
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b. How frequently are campus shuttles intended to run? Does this occur successfully
in practice?
c. Are shuttle schedules based at all around the timing of class changes?
d. What marketing and promotional techniques are in place to help market the
Comet’s free ride program for first-year students (if any)?
4. Other questions:
a. Does UofSC have any staff wholly or partially dedicated to overseeing
transportation demand management programs?
b. What resources regarding transportation demand management and the
UofSC/Columbia transportation networks are publicly available for use by UofSC
community members?
c. What efforts have been made to promote online courses and flextime or
telecommuting as methods to reduce congestion and parking demand?
Future Practices & Infrastructure
1. Parking & single-occupancy vehicles:
a. As UofSC plans for the westward and southward expansions of campus,
especially the Campus Village project, how much is the demand for parking and
transportation expected to increase?
i. How much of this increased demand will be met with an increase in
parking provisions, and what shape will that new parking infrastructure
take?
b. Is there any consideration of reconfiguring the parking permit system? What will
that look like?
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i. Is there any possibility of creating a carpool parking permit?
ii. What is the likelihood that permit fees will increase to (continue to?)
reflect the true cost of a parking space?
c. As the first-year student population in particular continues to expand, is UofSC
considering placing any limitations on the populations that can and cannot bring
cars to campus?
d. Is there any consideration of providing some sort of cash-out or incentive to
employees and/or students who do not purchase parking passes?
e. Is there any consideration of implementing seasonal or temporary permit
programs?
2. Cyclists & pedestrians:
a. Are there any planned expansions to the on-campus and/or off-campus cycling
infrastructure?
b. Does UofSC have any plans to work with the new city bikeshare program to
provide more locations on campus?
c. Does UofSC plan to implement more traffic calming techniques on and around
campus in the future, especially in hotspots of pedestrian-vehicle and cyclistvehicle conflict? What will these techniques look like?
d. Are there any incentive or reward programs being considered for active
commuters?
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3. Transit:
a. How does UofSC see the partnership with the Comet continuing in the future? Is
there any potential for some sort of transportation fee that would fund student
and/or employee fares on the Comet?
b. Are there any plans to expand current campus shuttle route offerings, especially
with the proposed university expansions?
c. Are there any plans to create pull-offs or even separate bus lanes for university
shuttles or the Comet on and around campus?
d. Are there plans to green (or continue to green) the fleet of campus shuttles?
4. Other questions:
a. Are there any plans to add to or expand the staff that oversees transportation
demand management?
b. Does UofSC plan to integrate any awareness campaigns into their transportation
master plan (for example, promoting active commuting or pedestrian/cyclist
safety)?
c. Other questions may arise based on the responses to questions in the Current
Practices & Infrastructure section.
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